
Red Deer, Alberta, June 7, 2004:  RIFCO Inc. (REPAIR INDUSTRY FINANCE CORPORATION) (RFC – 
TSX Venture) today announced the launch of a specialty repair financing plan for Commercial 
Vehicles. After initial market testing, RIFCO has determined that a substantial market exists to service 
Canada’s large and diversified trucking industry. 
 
 The COMMERCIAL PAYMENT PLAN is an extension and refinement of RIFCO’s consumer repair 
financing plan, which enables Customers to convert the immediate cost of vehicle repairs into a “cash 
flow friendly” monthly payment plan. 
 
 Canada’s trucking industry incurs massive expenditures on an annual basis maintaining and repairing 
vehicles. RIFCO’s ease-of-use, industry knowledge, flexibility and quick approval responses provide a 
new and attractive alternative to any competitive program in the marketplace today. 
 
 Initial response to the COMMERCIAL PAYMENT PLAN has been extremely positive. Mr. Dave 
Szybunka of Dave’s Diesel Repair in Edmonton, Alberta stated, “This payment plan is exactly what my 
customers need to prevent costly downtime. Preventative maintenance or costly major repairs cuts into 
their cash flow but the COMMERCIAL PAYMENT PLAN eases that burden with affordable monthly 
payments”. 
 
 RIFCO has conducted extensive market research that indicates a major focus in the industry on “safe 
trucking”, which speaks to the issue of preventative maintenance and existing government legislation 
concerning this matter.  Mr. Darren Rivet of Diesel Tech Truck Repair Ltd., also in Edmonton, Alberta, 
noted, “Truckers need this payment plan to keep their wheels turning and cash flowing. RIFCO’s 
payment plan is great for me too as it eliminates my accounts receivable problems. I no longer have to 
act as a banker for my customers”. 
 
 RIFCO’s Vice President of Marketing, Jim Zakowsky says “RIFCO’s COMMERCIAL PAYMENT 
PLAN is a winning combination for both the trucker and the repairer. The trucker keeps his rig on the 
road and the repairer receives immediate payment”.   
 
 RIFCO is committed to growth. Key strategies for achieving this growth include the expansion of its 
network, ever-increasing leverage of this network, excellence in credit and collections processes and 
exceptional service to its network members and its customers. 
 
 RIFCO INC. has 11.47 million shares outstanding.  
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